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Problem Solving and Marketing Science 

The modern analytical approach to marketing sprang from the grow~ 
ing urgency of management problems early in the Twentieth Century. 
The size and specialization of production units had increased. Products 
were being sold through more complex distribution channels as producers 
became more remote from the ultimate consumer. The whole economy 
had been caught up by accelerating currents of change in consumer re~ 
quirements and industrial technology. Marketing executives recognized 
the need for more systematic procedures in problem solving. The ap~ 
pointment of Charles Coolidge Parlin to study markets for the Curtis 
Publishing Company was one of the first landmarks along the way. 

The concentration of the market analyst on individual problems at 
first led to skepticism about the contribution of theory. What had prev~ 
iou ly passed as the science of markets seemed to have little application 
to crucial marketing decisions. There were more promising places to 
start than economic theory in determining whether to bring out a new 
product and what media to use in advertising it. Some of the tools of 
science such as probability sampling were gradually adopted as standard 
practice in marketing research. Insights derived from psychology and 
other fields concerned with human behavior were utilized with increasing 
frequency. The American Marketing Association embraced as its goal 
the advancement of science in marketing. Yet marketing practice con~ 
tinued to be the collection and analysis of facts in relation to particular 
problems. There was little evidence of the interchange of fact with a 
recognized body of theory which characterized science in other fields. 

Beginning about ten years ago there has been a conscious movement 
to bring theory and practice together. On one side was the need for a 
theoretical framework for the student of marketing which was more valid 
for a modern technological economy. On the other side was the demand 
for a broader perspective for marketing practice. The establishment of 
the Parlin Memorial Lecture in 1945 was one expression of this effort 
to lay down new foundations for a science of marketing. 

As one of the recipients of the Parlin Award in 1954 it is my purpose 
to present a program for the advancement of marketing science which 
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arises from deep con ictions about the nature of science. This view of 
science is the pragmatic or functionalist view that science is an instru
ment for effectuating human purposes. Pure science, no less than applied 
science, is dedicated to problem solving but at a higher level of general
ity. Marketing has enjoyed no endowm nt for contemplative study 
but has had to pay its own wa from the fir t in practical re ults. From 
the functionali t iewpoint this problem ori ntation i a great advantage 
of marketing as one of the pha s of a general science of hum n behavior. 

For the functionalist th rare '0 m in lines of dvance to ard a 

cience of marketing. The fir t t m from the recognition that both 
buyers and sellers come into the market to olv probl m , Hence prob

lem solving behavior i the ba ic ubject of tudy in m r d ing science. 
Psychology, sociology, and anthropolog ,a they move tow rd an in

tegrated cience of human beha ior, gi e gr ter prominence to the func
tionalist viewpoint. The cond main line of adv nc i tow rd a teady 

improvement in problem 01 'ing a ' t m tic proce . On thl more 
deductive side of marketing ci nee the r ltd dl ciplin include 

symbolic logic, economic theory, and now 0 rch. 

This lecture will att mpt to deal ith only the Or t of th e two a -
pects of marketing cience, namel ,the tud' or probl m olving be

havior in the market plac . The logical naly i of the probl m olviog 

process directed toward its impro men h b n di cu d in other 
papers. Among the e are "How to Sol e 1 rke 109 Problem .. 1 "The 

Theory of Puzzles and Problem Solving:' I nd "Oper tion Re earch 
and Management Problems." 

The discussion of mar e 'ng cience hich follow . divided into 

three sections. The Sr t iotroduce ome of the conc p of function

alism. The other section apply th e concep to theory of con umer 
behavior and to a theory of competition among eller. Th lecture pro

ceeds on the assumption that it i nece ry to be more theoretical in 

marketing in order to e more practical Out of bro d 'ence can 

come both generalizations about market beha or nd improved analy
tical techniques for appHcation to par 'cul r problem of marketing 
management. 
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The FunctionaNst View of Market Behavior 

The sciences of human behavior are concerned with the adjustment of 
individuals or social groups within their material and cultural environ
ments. Functionalism starts with the goals of behavior in trying to 
understand the processes of adjustment. What are the purposes or objec
tives of those who enter the market place and how do they behave in 
trying to carry out these objectives? There are some concepts and gUid
ing principles applying to all forms of adjustment which provide an 
essential background for the subsequent discussion of market behavior. 

Structure and function are key concepts in the social sciences and a 
great deal turns on the relation between them. This is not the place to 
explore all of their ramifications but the importance of the issue can be 
illustrated from the history of economics. The difficulties of developing 
marketing theory as a phase of economics may be illuminated thereby. 
One dominant trend of economic thought has tended to take structure 
for granted and thus to ignore or eliminate it as a theoretical problem. 
Markets were organized. or at least ought to be organized. on the basis 
of pure competition. Rational action on the part of either the buyer or 
seller began with an acceptance of the mandate of a market-determined 
price. In such a competitive system the wise use of resources in pursuing 
the aims of the firm resulted in the optimum allocation of resources for 
the economy as a whole. 

In opposition to this belief in automatic adjustment within an ideal 
system there arose a group of economists who called themselves institu
tionalists. They were preoccupied with structure as the other group had 
ignored it. They saw economic development as the movement from one 
set of institutions to another. structures evolving according to laws of 
their own and with a very limited sphere for rational action. Economic 
Man. applying faultless judgment to a perfect knowledge of the market. 
was replaced by a creature of habit and impulse in the grip of irresistible 

historic forces. 

When marketing men have identified themselves with institutionalism 
they have apparently interpreted the term in a more restricted sense. It 
is true that marketing is necessarily concerned with institutional struc
tures such as distribution channels. Every market investigator is bound 
to admit that there are irrational elements in market behavior. He recog
nizes and attempts to cope with change and is bound to find a theory of 
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which are necessary to make a working system effective. The act of 
completing an operating circuit is designated here as "closure." The 
meaning of closure will be discussed briefly after first commenting on 
two other aspects of operating systems. 

The drive behind any operating system is the expectations of those 
who participate in it. A system may act as if it had goals of its own but 
only because it is the instrument for effectuating the goals of individuals. 
Each enters into joint action because of formal or implied commitments 
as to the benefits which will be obtained and the resources available for 
use. The concept of expectations has many facets in marketing manage
ment. It applies to relations between the sales executive and his staff as 
well as to those of the sales organization to its customers. 

In marketing as in all other human activities expectations are subject 
to uncertainty. Rational man acts on the basis of his best guess as to 
what will happen since he cannot have certain knowledge of the future. 
Sometimes uncertainty is so great as to present a bar to action. Con
fronted with two or more alternative courses of action the marketing 
executive or the household buyer may suffer grave doubt as to which to 
take. One way of saying what it means to solve a problem is to reduce 
uncertainty to the point where it is possible to choose among alternatives 
with some confidence in the outcome. 

Returning now to the concept of closure it provides the basis for an
other definition of problem solVing. To solve an operating problem is to 
accomplish closure in an operating system. Whether closure has been 
achieved is usually only revealed by the attempt to proceed with action. 
Hence decision is made on the assumed probability of closure. That is 
another way of saying that uncertainty has been reduced to tolerable 
limits. 

Closure in a marketing system sometimes means completing the in
formational circuits which are necessary to put the system under con
trol. An example of such a feedback is a continuing study of consumer 
response to advertising. There are other types of deficiency in an op
erating system which have to be remedied in order for the system to 
operate. In marketing the weak links in the chain may be salesmen. 
dealers. distributors. physical handling facilities or remedial features of 
the product. the package. or the promotional program. 

From some points of view the active agent who is trying to operate 
the system is also part of the system. The problem of closure may arise 
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The term "sorting" ha been used in other papers to characterize some 

basic aspec of the marketing process.' This rearrangement or reassign

ment of stocks of good takes four forms according to whether a stock 
is built up or broken down and whether it is homogeneous or diversified 

in character. Economi t h ve emphasized allocation or the breaking 
down of a homogeneou upply into maller quantities, each destined for 

a specific u e. The mph sis her is on the precisely opposite form of 
orting which m y be c lied "a orting." That is building up diversified 

stocks or a ortm nt guided by the overriding objective of promoting 

the po er to act but mbracing m ny sub-objectives. There are psycho
logic I implic tion h re hich perhaps are not readily suggested by the 

root term of orting. 
In concluding thi introductory section furth r word is in order 

bout th t rm "func ion Ii mOl whIch p rhap mean diff rent things to 

diff r nt p opl . It m y m pr umptuou to bracket a functionalist 
mo t of tho who h b n int r t d in marketing theory and then to 
~ t forth hoi ri of p Cl< I conc pt as ch racteri tsc of thi view-

point. Actu lIy mo t of th notions r by no quit famili r in co-
tlng. Th p r on I lement in th i wpoint t forth 

10 th conc pt of clo ur nd sorting an in th 
r principl ,Th robl m olving < ppro ch to 

nunci t dye r ago by men who wer 
th m rk ting prof _ion. It continue 

rn. tiv \'i w to th n ture of ci nce. 

ppro ch in it pr 

. of comp tition In function Ii t t rms. It is 

y ontri ut to < n w per p ctiv on the 

lIer in the m rk t pi c . 

s rob~ m 01 'nt 
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cur d Cor tho \ ho ume th t the con umer op-
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erates at an elementary Ie el as compared to eith r the eller or the in
dustrial buyer. That as umption mi e_ the igniflcance of the technology 
of household opera 'on and consumption, oft n an area of ignorance for 
those technically trained in their own pecializations. Even the market 
analyst who spends his life tudYing con umer b h ior can only hope 
to report on these changing patterns of activit a th y b come pertinent 
to one problem or another. 

Investigation of con umer beha'\ior often r . al th inertia of habit 
and other irrational factor but it al 0 give e\'id nce of kill and energy 
applied to consumer problem . To the comp tent con umer buyer habit 
and impulse as manife _ted either b h r f or other member of the 

household are part of the problem. Th lIer ho i int rested 10 con

sumer motivation would be making mi t ke to proc d a if his job 
were the manipulation of ignor nt and unwary con umer . The view of 

consumer buying presented here h be n umm rized in other papers 
and of course antIcipated in some of it major fe tur by pa t develop

ments in marketing and economl .' It r embl at crucial points the 
analysis of demand by the Au trian chool of economi and p rtitularly 
Bohm-Bawerk. 

Among the key concept for this iew are th m intenance of con
sumer tocks of goods and uncert inty a to e p cted valu s. The pur
chaSing agent for the hou ehold repleni h or t nd tock of goods 

as needed for probable future beha 'ior. In pr p ring to meet future con

tingencies the con umer buyer, like the bu in m n, I acting on the 
power principle. Again, a in e ecuti e ded ion, decl ion to buy in

volves ri k. The con umer buyer cannot know with preci ion hat fu
ture requirements will be but acts on the ba i of an timate of these 

requirements at the time of purcha e. The degree of ri k varie with the 
amount of money in olved and with the period of time over which the 
item is to be used. Buying a product involves the ri k that the anticipated 

need may ne er arise in such a way that the product is fully utilized. Re
fusing to buy involves the ri k of being caught unprepared in ca e of need. 

Studies of consumer shopping beha ior reveal everal facets of uncer

tainty in the market place. The hopper is engaged in equential sampling 
of the available source of upply. A shopping tour i not a random walk 

but is guided by the shopper' estimate of the relative probabilities of 

• COJI lIfIa Profil Olilfool. ]UlUUJ. February &Del Utch 19"'. 
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getting the item wanted at any given store. 1£ the item is not in universal 
distribution the consumer first tries to find one or more stores which have 
it and secondly the store which is offering the best deal on it. In some 
cases there may be doubt whether the item is in the market at all and 
even as to whether it has actually been produced in the precise form 
that is demanded. Finally there may be lingering doubts in the back~ 
ground as to whether the product really is a solution to the problem for 
which it is recommended and whether it will be regarded as such by 
other members of the household. 

The household is subject to conflict and tension like other forms of or~ 
ganization. Different members of the household may have an immediate 
sense of urgency about entirely different future contingencies. There 
may be no agreement as to basic family aims or what is regarded as 
getting ahead in life. Serious conflict affecting purchases can also arise 
in the mind of a Single individual. The buyer may be unable to make a 
clear choice between objectives which appear mutually exclusive because 
of budgetary limitations or for other reasons. Impulsive purchases ap~ 
pear to be motivated at times by the need to escape from doubt or to take 
a position in the struggle of wills with another member of the household. 
Very often conflict is resolved by more rational means, such as planning, 
budgeting, and joint shopping. 

The consideration of uncertainties facing the buyer provides the basis 
for a suggested extension of value theory which may throw some prob~ 
lems of modern marketing into a new perspective. An earlier school of 
economics credited the consumer buyer with balancing an immediate 
sense of pleasure to be derived from a commodity against the pain of giv~ 
ing up other things in order to acquire it. Our view holds that it is only 
the probabilities as to expected values which can be weighed at the time 
of purchase. In replenishing or extending the household's stock of goods 
the crucial consideration is the contribution which an item can make to 
the potency of the whole assortment. Some items in the stock of goods 
may have little utility unless the new item is purchased. Potency of the 
assortment goes beyond complementarity of goods in the ordinary sense, 
however. It refers to the degree of confidence that the household is fully 
prepared for whatever is likely to happen. 

In the midst of doubt the consumer buyer is confronted with the clamor 
of the market place, each seller acting as if he was perfectly sure that the 
consumer should buy his product. Many consumers become restive under 
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this pressure and re entful of the 'hole idea of elling. The1r criticism, or 

that of their self-appointed poke men, L largel· centered on modern 

advertising. AdYerti ing i an economic • te, they y. It exaggerates, _ 

it misleads, it arouses di cont nt without contributing to a better under

standing of values. V. hile all of th thing c n h ppen the only real 

offset to any tactlcs adopted b the 11 r i 9re t r kill on the part of 
the buyer. Howe\'er well meaning th 11 r m y b th re i no way in 

which he can discharge th fund m nt I rc pon ibilitie of the buyer. 

Advertising, the pr entation of tnform tion nd rgument with re

spect to products, can affect th unc r in"' in th mind of the con umer 

buyer in three primary w '. If it i to probl olving in. trument 

its net effect must be to decr t in one of its funda-
mental aspects it app ar a Rr t 

tainty. Oddly enough thi If ct 

advertising which mo t conom t w111 

use in the introduction of ne product or of 

with elemen of no Ity or impro . m nt in 
In order to Bnd a pI ce for 

goods it is nece ry to con v nce th con um r bu 
range of items stocked i in om 

terms of the doctrin of pected' lu 

studies and experimen per 
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buyer appears to take account not only of the money cost of a product 
but of probability ratios which will be designated as the absolute and 
relative value qualifiers. Shoppers are concerned with both absolute and 
relative values as they will shortly be defined. 

In order for a product to be useful there are usually certain absolute 

specifications which it must meet. A simple example is the need for a good 
fit in a garment. There may be a slight tolerance one way or the other 
around the ideal size. Whether size alone is considered or several abso~ 

lute specifications. all items for the same purpose may be classed as either 
acceptable or unacceptable. The absolute value qualifier is either 1 or 0 
according to whether the item falls in the acceptable or the unacceptable 
class. It might appear that there is no uncertainty here since acceptability 
can be determined at the time of purchase. Actually the most careful 
shopper cannot be completely sure. The purchase may be for someone 
else such as shoes for a growing child. The shopper who is buying a dress 
for herself may be gaining or losing weight and uncertain as to the out~ 

come. The sofa under consideration may be all right for the apartment 
now occupied but too large or too small for the new home that is in pros~ 
pect. The problem of meeting absolute specifications pertains to many 
other attributes than size. Risk arises from incomplete knowledge of the 

future requirements which the product is expected to serve. 

In actual shopping the buyer does not always decide to buy as soon as 
an acceptable item has been located. She may go on to a number of other 
stores in search of the best relative value. The term "best relative value" 

in this sense should not be confused with price. A hundred dollar item 
may be a better relative value in its class than a ten dollar item in its 
class. The comparison in either case is with other products for the same 
use which might be expected to be available in time for the anticipated 
occasion or period of use. If the consumer is well enough satisfied with 
the relative value to proceed with the purchase that means that she thinks 
the chances are not great of doing better through shopping in additional 
stores or in waiting for the stores to get in new stocks or to reduce their 
prices. The relative value qualifier may be expressed as a probability ratio 
ranging from 0 to 1. The higher the ratio the higher the degree of con~ 

fidence that no alternative action would constitute a better preparation 
for the relevant aspects of expected future requirements. 

Information and argument can affect all three of these aspects of con~ 

sumer uncertainty. namely. problem awareness. and the absolute and 
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parative advantages. Very often these advantages are temporarily or 
permanently increased to give greater point to the advertising. The ad~ 
vertised sale often involves a cut price or other special offers. The impact 
of advertising on the value qualifiers cannot be properly interpreted as 
shifting the demand curve. It should rather be regarded as extending the 
demand curve which without advertising might actually exist only for a 
limited group of knowing or well~to-do consumers. As more people be~ 
come aware of the product's acceptability and its relative merits the 
demand curve at the right end for the first time takes on reality as a re~ 
flection of the state of mind of lower income consumers or others who 
for any reason will not pay as much for the product even when they 
become convinced of its virtues. 

Advertising which affects the value qualifiers helps to decrease the 
total cost of selling. The routinization of choice for products which are 
purchased with high frequency is one of the economic results of adver~ 
tising through its effect on both the absolute and relative value qualifiers. 
Routinization reduces both the costs of the intermediate sellers' and the 
manufacturer's costs of selling them. It is a form of closure tending to 
limit the double search arising from uncertainty on both sides of the 
market. In summary there are two aspects of advertising with quite differ~ 
ent economic effects. One creates problem awareness and affects the de~ 
mand for products which are offered to meet the problem. The other helps 
to routinize trade contacts and hence to reduce marketing costs. 

Cigarette advertising is usually cited as the prime example of the evils 
of advertising. Such critics scarcely ever mention that a large part of the 
price of a package of cigarettes is represented by Federal excise taxes. It 
is hard to unravel the social consequences of advertising a product of 
which half is government services, a large part of the remainder televi~ 
sion entertainment plus a little smoke and a modicum of human vanity. 
Some consumers who do not smoke at all, like the writer, may thank the 
cigarette industry for a substantial amount of free goods. The retail and 
wholesale margins on cigarettes are smaller than on most goods of com~ 
merce, thi reduction in distribution costs being made possible by in~ 

tensive advertising. 
This discussion of the economics of advertising is intended to illus~ 

trate the possibilities of the problem solving approach. The more general 
message of this section is that consumer behavior can best be understood 
in terms of problem solving and that the adoption of this viewpoint might 
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lead to more rational behavior on the part of the seller in planning his 
cultivation of consumer markets. The position as outlined draws upon 
several developments in the theoretical analysis of demand. It has been f 
confirmed in part by experimental work reported in other papers. 

Function and Structure in Competition 
Theories of competition are a vital concern to the field of marketing 

for several reasons. A ery practical reason is that government regulation 
of marketing practices rests ultimately on such theoretical foundations. 
Neither institutionalism nor the theory of pure and perfect competition is 
a satisfactory source of criteria for the regulation of modern business. 
The functionalist viewpoint with respect to competition focuses attention 
on two classes of problem solvers. One is the business men directing com~ 
petitive enterprise. The other consists of the government officials who are 
changed with promoting the aims of public policy through administrative 
action.T 

The virtues of competition, for those who believe in its virtues, are 
that it accomplishes within the larger system what executive decision is 
presumed to accomplish within a single enterprise. It brings about the 
allocation of resources which will maximize the output of the system as a 
whole. Allocation is accomplished through the mechanism of market 
prices for both end-products and the factors of production. Competition 
promotes efficiency becau e the firm which tolerate aVOIdable waste can~ 
not long survive. It deprives any firm or individual of excessive returns 
since what he can collect in return for his efforts is controlled by what 
his competitors are willing to accept. It helps the con~;umer to obtain the 
best possible product at the lowe t possible cost. 

The present iew is that all of these things tend to happen in modern 
competition. The way in which they happen is not ery well reflected by 
a simple model of automatic adjustment within a closed and static system. 
Not homeostasis but problem solving is the crucial a pect of competitive 
adjustment. The public administrator is hereby invited to look over the 
shoulder of the business man wbi. he attempts to solve the problems 
which confront him in competition. It is not his job to advise or restrain 
as long as the means adopted are legal. His interest is concentrated on 

1 A Fuclion,Ji' l Ap{Jr<ltlCh 10 Co p~/ilio". Paul D. Converse Award 5 ·mposlUm. 19H. 
"Factors In t~e Development of rarketing Channels." Chapter in /tf.Jr~~/i", Chann~/J. 
Richard D. Irwin Co. 19~4. 
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those business problems and those problem solving techniques which im
pinge upon the objectives of public policy. 

It is a commonplace that competitive business is operated in the expec
tation of earning a profit but that statement sheds little light on the funda
mental problems of the firm. Maximizing gain is not the result of a single 
unified action but of dealing successfully with a number of subordinate 
problems. Many of these pertain to internal management and have no 
direct bearing on the regulation of competition. Problems of the firm 
which are imbued with public interest under the anti-trust laws include 
entry, survival, and growth. In order to earn a profit an enterpriser must 

first get into business. He must then survive until profits can accrue. 
Once he is established his chief hope for increasing his profits is the con
tinued growth of the firm. 

The basic fact conditioning entry is the radical heterogeneity of both 
demand and supply. Chamberlin has recently emphasized that hetero
geneity is the natural and original state of the market rather than homo
geneity. The same conception led G. F. Shove to remark that economic 
activity was more like fitting the parts of a jigsaw puzzle than it was a 
simple allocation of homogeneous supplies. The prospective entrant tries 
to find a uniquely good match between some segment of the market and 
some available combination of productive resources. It is this match 
which constitutes market opportunity. In his search for this kind of a 
place to tand in the market the enterpriser may be regarded as seeking 
some differential advantage both over alternative uses of his resources 

and over other firms already in the market. 
No responsible marketing consultant would recommend entry to his 

client except on the conviction that differential advantage existed and had 
been accurately defined. Simply to supply exactly what others have been 
supplying is not good enough. It is cheaper and less troublesome for po
tential customers to maintain their former sources of supply if they gain 
nothing by trading with the new firm. The newcomer, behaving ration
ally, will make an exhaustive attempt to find some differential advantage 
which can swing at least some of the available customers to him. He may 

find a location which enables him to serve some part of the market better 
or more cheaply. His product may have special features which gives it a 
superior appeal to at least ome market segment. By eliminating services 
or redUCing quality he may reach a group of buyers who are willing to 
give up some service or quality features in return for a lower price. 



.. 

Succe sful entry always implies discovery and frequently involves in .. 
no ation. A new apparel store may be very much like others of its kind 
but the entrant may ha e been perceptive enough to discover the oppor .. 
tunity in a de eloping suburb and alert enough to get under way before 
the opportunity was preempted by someone else. In many cases of suc .. 
ces ful entry inno ation is applied to goods or services or to marketing 
channels and methods. 

The innovator who enters the market with a new product is likely to .. 
day to have started with an e ploration of market requirements. Through 
personal obs rvation or more formal investigation he discovers an in .. 
ciplent d mand for the new type of product. In a sense he is creating de .. 
mand when he introduces the product because he is satisfying a demand 
which ha never before had a chance to express itself precisely in the 
market. here the retailer looking for a site is exploring the physical 
terrain. the de eloper of ne product is exploring another dimension 

of the marketing terrain. 
Ev ry ntrant i faced 'ith uncertainty as to the reality of the ele .. 

men of differential dv ntage which he is trying to exploit. He is risk .. 
ing hi re ources or tho e of hi a ociates on his judgment that he can 
c ptur a gl . n egm nt of the market. Various theories of profit have 
recogniz d the (actor of diff r ntial advantage. innovation. and risk tak .. 
ing. All of th e factor ar e enUal to a general view of what motivates 
and determin th b ha lor of the entrant into business. Profit is are .. 
'ard for the ploration. innovation. and risk taking which is involved 

in e ploiting differential ad . ntage. 
In thi kind of competiti 'e proce the innovator may enjoy monopo .. 

Ii tic profit for a time. hen he fir t introduces a new product he is a 
monopoh t at lea t in the formal en e that he i the only seller of the 
product. Hi advantage i not likely to la t ery long in the presence of 
a dynamic technology. It i not nece ary for dozens of firms just like his 
own to ent r the field in order to deprive him of excess proats. There are 
se eral dimen ion of differential advantage, actually or potentially. in 
any aeld. All are vulnerable to immediate attack with the exception of 
those backed up by the power of the state uch as paten . Geographic 
ad antage ometimes places an effective barrier around a trade territory. 
o er a period of time it is con tantly hifting and being transformed 
through improved transportation and communication. through technical 
developments such as electric power transmission. and through changes 
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, in the distribution of natural resources and of markets. The various as
pects of technological advantage are in general related to use require
ments, production processes, and marketing methods. The American 
economy has seen a shift in relative importance away from geographic 
advantage toward technological advantage. 

Since there are so many directions in which the aggressive enterprise 
can attempt to get the best of competitors, competition in modern industry 
tends to become multi-dimensional. Different firms are not merely en
deavoring to exploit unique opportunities in the market but these oppor
tunities may be along distinct dimensions of differential advantage. 
Competitive pressure can become far more intensive under these circum
stances than in the atomistic model of competition. It is difficult to hang 
on to excess profits arising from an original advantage because it is sub
ject to attack from so many directions. The only defense for the estab
lished firm is to pioneer new dimensions of advantage as sources of profit 
to replace those which have been dissipated by competition. Even while 
it is vigorously promoting the sale of an existing product a firm may be 
trying to render it obsolete through research for fear that a competitor 
may do it first. 

The public interest in the exploitation of differential advantage is that 
it is the only way of accomplishing the optimum allocation of resources 
in the face of heterogeneity. Resources are made up of differentiated ele
ments such as locations, mineral deposits, existing plants and organized 
groups with special kill. The profit motive is expressed through the 
attempts of the enterprise to make the most favorable match with a se
lected segment of the market. New technical developments enter the 
market through this process. The pace of progress depends on the insight 
and vigor with which such opportunities are identified and exploited. 

Under this form of market organization there would tend to be an equi
librium number of firms for any industry and hence for the economy as a 
whole. That is to say that there would be an optimum number of firms, 
neither too large nor too small. If the number were too small it would 
mean that major aspects of differential advantage were being neglected. 
If the number were too large it would mean that the average firm would 
be reduced to an inefficient scale for either current production or the 
pioneering of continous improvements. Serious technical difficulties have 
been encountered in past attempts to formulate the notion of an equilib
rium number of firms. This is not the place to deal with these difficulties 
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in detail or to show how the equilibrium number might be determined. 
The fact that there is at least an optimum range can readily be indicated 
by mentioning extremes which would obviously fall outside it. Suppose 
the analysis is made for a community with a thousand families. One firm 
would be too few becau e of the obvious need for some specialization in 
a town of that size. One thousand firms would be too many because most 
types of enterprise today would need the labor of a number of house
holds to operate at an efficient scale. 

Entry and exit would presumably be minimized in an industry which 
had achie ed an equilibrium number of firms. There would be no need 
for entry if the optimum number of Brms was already in operation ex
cept, of course, to off et exit. For the economy a a whole the number of 
Brms is affected not only by the number of openings for enterprise but by 
the number of persons who desire to be in bu iness for themselves. Many 
persons, including highly trained pecialist graduating from the univer
sities, prefer employment with a large Brm to proprietor hip of a small 
Brm. While there are some ho are frustrated in the de ire to go into 
business for themselves there are others who are If. mployed only be
cause they cannot find sati factory po ition as employees. Al 0 there are 
numerous opportunities to go into busine s on mall scale which are 
never exploited because no one appears with both the interest and the 
unique qualifications to fill the niche. There is some question as to 
whether the concern 0 er freedom of ntry i widely hared by persons 

who wish to go into business for them elves or \ 'hether it is largely con .. 
fined to economists and public ad mini trator .. ho ha e no intention of 
doing so. 

Survival of the firm has been taken for granted by ome economists 
and regarded as a key probl m by other . Inter t in this problem is re .. 
Bected in the empha is on the phra "going concern" by Commons. To 
analyze the problem of suC\'i al i equivalent to giving more specific 
content to the concept of going concern. Since a Brm is not an organiC 
entity but only the e. 'pre ion of the motivations and effor of individuals 
it can only simulate the biological drive for self-perpetuation. In this 
sense, however, a going concern embodies both the ability and the desire 
to survive. 

Ability to survive rests on relation hip among Brms which Boulding 
has called the ecological framework and has compared to the struggle 
for survival among animal species. A Brm survives because it occupies a 
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market niche or foothold from which it cannot be dislodged by competi~ 
tion. The basis of this foothold is to be found in the attitudes of the firm's 
customers and suppliers. It means that the subject firm constitutes a pre~ 
ferred route for the How or transformation of some part of the stream of 
goods and services. If this differential advantage pertains to a large 
enough output to cover the minimum inputs the firm may survive for 
years without profit in the accounting sense. A firm which is a going con~ 
cern in all outward appearances can show continuous losses on its op~ 
erating statement if income fails to meet depreciation charges or to cover 
the nominal wages of management. 

Of greater economic Significance is the ability of a firm to withstand 
temporary losses and come back as strong as ever when the crisis has 
passed. Without that kind of staying power the firm would not be able to 
withstand the increased intensity of modern competition. The competitive 
efforts of progressive firms tend to take the form of a series of campaigns 
built around a particular set of appeals to consumers or trade customers. 
The element of surprise is important in launching a campaign. Competi~ 
tors who are caught unawares are likely to lose business at the fringe of 
their market. Meanwhile if their market position has a solid core it should 
sustain them until they have an opportunity to mature campaigns of their 

own to recover lost ground. 
Closure is the basic determinant of ability to survive but in itself it 

does not guarantee survival. The desire to go on is essential if continu~ 
ance is at the will of an individual or a group. A firm which is solvent and 
successful is sometimes liquidated or merged into another firm because of 
the Bagging interest of its principals. An individual proprietorship or a 
partnership may reflect the maturation and decline of its operating heads 
rather than obeying the laws of growth for the firm as an entity.s The 
closely held family business may go through a similar cycle even when 
it is organized on the corporate form. The large corporation, with widely 
dispersed ownership, tends to escape these hazards of human frailty and 
mortality. Perhaps the most characteristic feature of what Knauth has 
called managerial enterprise is the tendency to act as though inspired by 

a faith in its own immortality. These basic differences in attitudes affect~ 

ing survival have much to do with the size distribution of firms which has 

led to the outcry against bigness. 

8 "Social Adjustment in Business Management." Explorations In Emreprtneurial Hislory. 
October 19H. 
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Shares of stock in large corporate enterprises are accepted as articles 
of commerce. The form of organization solves the problem of continuity 

in both ownership and management. IE the corporation survives indefi
nitely it is likely to get bigger even if by merely participating in the 

growth of the national economy. The closely held business remains the 

vehicle for the enterpri ing pirit of a single indi idual or small group. 
IE the firm does not succeed in cro sing the line and becoming a publicly 

held company there is a strong probability that it will di appear. Inheri
tance taxes may enforce liquidation or ale if it has not already been in
duced by the capital gain pro i ion. 

The desire for growth is an almo t uni ersal characteristic of American 
business. First of all it i a rational e."pression of the profit motive in any 

field in which the rate of profit may be regarded as fixed or declining. 
The only way to make more dollars of profit with a proOt rate of 2% of 
ales is to acquire a larger base. The only way to make the same number 

of dollars if the rate drops from 2% to 1 % is to double the volume of 
sales. It might be theoretically po ible to increa e the proOt rate through 

more efficient operation but there are two important qualifications. One is 
that the most readily available economies are economies of scale which 
again call for an lDcrease in olume. The other is the long run trend to

ward declining rates of net earnings brought about by a number of fac
tors including the incr ases in corporate taxes. 

It is not surpri ing under these conditions that ome students have con
cluded that bu ines men act a if they were ende voring to maximize 

gross or total re enue rather than net re enue. In addition to the many 
instances in which the two objectives are equi alent there are others in 
which maximizing gross revenue would be the mean of ma "imizing ex
pectations of net revenue. Growth is al 0 an aid in olving other prob

lems of an organization which may be only indirectly related to the goal 
of maximizing profit or e;"pectation of proSt. The kind of personnel 

which can maintain a vigorous organization typically has greater than 
average career expectations. Growth is es ential for satisfying such ex
pectations and hence competing for that grade of per onnel. Steady 
growth is accepted outside of the company as a symbol of success and 
helps to create favorable attitudes on the part of both customers and sup
pliers. Maintaining a system of action always involve a network of 
mutual commitments both inside and outside the organization proper. 
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The growing company. with a steadily increasing gross income. has a 
better chance of making good on these commitments. 

Growth creates new problems as well as providing the means of meet~ 
ing old problems. While growth is satisfying expectations it may at the 
same time stimulate even greater expectations. Expansion may take a 
company into new markets or new marketing channels which create ten~ 
sions with established customers or distributors. The manifest destiny of 
the firm as a growing entity may point in directions that are quite unat~ 
tractive to the controlling group. It is not uncommon for the preSidents or 
owners of closely held companies to resign or sell out because they are 
unwilling to accept the consequences of growth. Such firms often con~ 
tinue to advance just the same because of the drive arising from the ex~ 
pectations of other participants. 

Growth of individual Brms also creates problems for public policy. To 
begin with continued expansion of the American economy can doubtless 
be regarded as a goal of national policy and as a condition for meeting 
the competition of our commercial and military rivals. Growth of indi~ 
vidual firms in both numbers and size is an obvious corollary of national 
growth and both kinds of business expansion continue to happen. The 
most bilious critic of bigness has to face the fact that this is a big country 
with a big future. Assuming that the national goal of growth through 
business expansion is acceptable to all the role of the administrator is 
limited to the revie\ of methods employed in growth. 

A firm increases the strength of its market position by three broad 
types of action. It can expand on its present base as the economy grows. 
simply doing more of the type of business it is now doing. The second 
method. also representing expansion from within. is to make the discov~ 
eries or innovations which will enable it to expand its product line or 
enter new segments of the market. The third method is to increase its 
market coverage or its productive capacity through acquisition of other 
going companies. It is impossible to say that anyone of these broad alter~ 
natives represents good private or public policy while another is bad. It 
would be necessary to examine any individual case in terms of the prob~ 
lem the firm was trying to solve. the alternatives that were legally avail~ 
able to it. and the probable effect of these alternatives on the relevant 
segments of the economy. It has been difficult at all times to arrive at con~ 
structive standards for the regulation of American business under such 
statutes as the anti-trust laws. Possibly one reason is that a dynamic 
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economy will not stand still long enough to be regulated. It may be dis~ 
astrous if our conception of the nature of the economy stands still while 
the economy continues to evolve. 

There is more hope of keeping regulati e yardsticks up~to~date if the 
responsible administrative agencies will adopt the problem solving ap~ 
proach. What is business trying to accompli h with respect to growth 
and other basic issues confronting the typical going concern? When 
should they be gi en help with their problem and when should they be 
curbed in the use of doubtful expedients to olve their own? The answers 
are different for small and middle~si=ed concerns than for large corporate 
enterprises. Yet it would be a dangerous oversimplification to say that 
government should help the one and curb the other. It is true that small 
business may encounter greater dlfnculties than big bu in s in securing 
and analyzing information needed as the ba is for judgm nt. If it is es~ 
tablished public policy to encourage small enterpri e the Federal govern~ 
ment should be expanding its busine s information ervices instead of 
curtailing them as it ha done in the past e eral year . Publicly financed 
studies of typical marketing problem at one time contributed to major 
trends toward progres i e impro ement in the operations of small busi~ 
ness. Today that kind of help is largely re tricted to pecial fields such 
as agriculture. 

As to firms in the middle~range reference has already been made to 
their tendency to default on their manifest destiny by liquidation or sale 
to a larger company. The moti ations are readily understandable and it 
may be difficult to find remedie from the viewpoint of public policy. Cer~ 
tainly it would be contrary to our political and economic heritage to order 
the owners of business to continue against their will a the f cist gov
ernment of Italy did at one point as a means of pre enting unemploy~ 
ment. One de ice which might be con ider d is a revi ion in the tax 
laws which would encourage the owner of a busine to 11 it to his em
ployees or reorgamze in other ways that would as ure continuation as a 
separate enterprise. 

There seems to be no escape from judging the firm which has crossed 
the line to widely dispersed corporate ownership by quite a different set 
of standards. One justiBcabon of the corporate form of organization is 
that it permits aggregates of capital which are large enough to accom
plish things that could not be accomplished on a smaller scale. Such firms 
at their best contribute to national growth by utensive research; by in .. 
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novations in products. production processes and marketing methods; and 
by pioneering business opportunity for other firms both at their own level 
and at coordinate levels. If these are the ways in which managerial en~ 
terprise manifests competitive vigor then any given move by a large 
company might be judged by whether it is consistent with such an ou~ 
look. Does an acquisition. for example. appear to be an attempt to get 
ready to compete harder than ever or does it augur a relapse in the direc~ 
tion of the smug and contented monopolist of the textbook? Is it likely to 
close off opportunity to others or is it a logical step in the proliferation 
of opportunity? Is productive capacity being acquired to take it out of 
production or to meet the requirements of a growing market? Does an 
increase in market coverage involved in an acquisition seem likely to lead 
to greater values for the consumer under vigorous management or injury 
to the consumer through increase in prices. restriction of consumer choice. 
or the elimination of needed services? 

Science and the Ulti'mate Problem 
The marketing executive cannot solve his problems without advanCing 

the objectives of other problem solvers. That principle is basic to his cul~ 
tivation of the consumer or his negotiations with his immediate associates. 
The public administrator cannot fulfill his mandate for maintaining a free 
enterprise system except through a sympathetic understanding of busi~ 
ness problems. The scientist cannot arrive at sound generalizations about 
marketing unless he recognizes that problem solving is a crucial aspect 
of market behavior. In fact. all social science is essentially the study of 
how problem solvers interact within a material and cultural environment. 

The pragmatic view is not wholly satisfying to some who are con~ 
cerned about the foundations of science. The quest for ultimate certainty 
is apparently frustrated by the process of piling problem upon problem in 
successive layer . Why not move directly to some ultimate problem. such 
as understanding the universe around us, and make that the business of 
science? Any attempt at a complete answer would involve some of the 
deepest issues in the philosophy of science. There are several points 

which may appropriately be mentioned here in clOSing. 
At the most superficial level one might ask the budding scientist why 

he should choose marketing if he is not content to contribute to the solu~ 
tion of immediate problems. But even within the field of marketing it is 
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possible to take a relatively long~range or short-range view. This choice 
depends partly on vocation and temperament and i not inconsistent with 
the problem solving approach. It is only necessary to think of the scien
tist as a sort of intellectual enterpn er who is operating according to the 
theory of expected values. He may prefer to accept long odds that his 
work will contribute in a fundamental way to the solution of many prac
tical problems. or he may concentrate on specific and immediate prob~ 
lems with a relatively greater a :surance of tangible results. 

If there is an ultimate problem for c ence the functionalist would hold 
that it is an ultimate problem of human nature. 'l ith science once more 
serving in an instrumental capacitv. Beyond the attempt to solve lesser 
problems there may be a deep de re to impos meaning on the world 
and to originate concepts and symbol to that end.' At this level of human 
aspiration science merge into poetry and philo ophy. but even poets 
must somehow pay their way. We in marketing. on the other hand. need 
to encourage the desire to e.'cel for it own a e. to cale the previous 
barriers to knowledge and understanding. To cheri h ideals for our 
chosen activity and to make ome progre s toward their attainment is the 
ultimate measure of succe s beyond the olution of indi idual problems. 

' ''Ps)"chology fcr {rkel io." nd Ec nomics." l eur I 0/ /I ,ini ,. October 19n. 
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